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We often think speech pathologists teach speech and singing teachers teach 

singing, but it is common in daily practice for the two to intersect 

In my day to day work I listen intently to voices, discerningly to their singing voice 

and musicality, and I offer the best advice I can to improve their singing 

capabilities. I also listen to my clients speaking voice, especially before singing and 

when they speak unguardedly to me. Many people want to sing beautifully, yet 

neglect their speaking voice, or think that singing and speaking come from two 

different parts of the same instrument. 

For the love of voice 

In this brief article I share what I do as a singing teacher to assist gaining a better 

speaking voice. Many of my clients are not seeking work as a singer, but to enrich 

their lives with the enjoyment of music and singing. Many use their speaking 

voices for their professional work in business (large and small), are intense voice 

users such as teachers or media communicators, young people who need to 

present their work in institutions and there is a sprinkling of creative artists.  

All the world’s a speaker (apologies Mr Shakespeare) 

Like 1/3 of the world’s workforce, many of my clients rely on their voice to 

persuade, inform and inspire in their daily job. Many clients understand they need 

a listener’s attention and that poor speech can mean a loss of profits for their 

business. Yet they realise they have speech barriers, like constantly falling into 

creak tone, high breathiness and overly soft speaking. Some voices need skilled 

human guidance to improve and my studio refers those who need a different vocal 

guidance than singing. 

Daily Dozen 

To sound and feel authentic in speech clients are encouraged to warm up vocally 

every day and to get into the habit of drinking water. In lessons we learn some 

exercises that can be used before a presentation or daily work routine. 

 



 

Here are three common exercises:  

 Create a downward slide starting in your upper voice continuing down to 

your lower voice, on Huuuuhhhhh (a little like an owl) or on My Oh MyOh 

MyOh My-or on Many, Many, Many – I ask singers to check how easy and 

effortless neck and throat muscles feel, and to repeat several times until it 

feels smooth and flowing. 

 Regular stretches and loosening movements release built up muscle 

tension, and particularly encouraged are facial stretches and at least five 

jaw opening and closings. 

 Three short sounds with deliberate quick abdominal muscle contraction 

help singers and speakers to energize voice and breathing. Using f ,f, f or 

sh, sh, sh helps clients energise central breathing, giving a boost near the 

end of a day’s work and with one more meeting beckoning. 

 

Vocal authority and love that song 

Developing skilful speech and singing, brings personal authority to your subject, a 

receptive audience and increases variety in vocabulary. My clients are encouraged 

to rehearse their pitch or presentation aloud, and their song in front of a mirror. We 

practice confident breath control and body movement; using a little humour and 

‘lightness in the eyes’. Gradually we build a strong clear voice for both their daily 

work and their love of singing and songs. 

How does your practice intersect with speech and song? 

 

Kathleen Connell is a Sydney-based singing teacher and vocal coach who trains 

both aspiring and accomplished singers in technique and vocal skills. She 

integrates world class teaching methods and appropriate styles to suit singing goals 

and aspirations. She is an active member of ANATS, writer and PhD candidate at 

Griffith University. 

Kathleen can be contacted by email for further information or comments in relation 

to this article kccmbf@optusnet.com.au and you can find her at www.kathleenconnell.com.au 
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